Learn how rare your pet is!

LPS Pet Rarity: Spring 2017

Many pets available, only some are Rainbow Rare.

The following pets are 1 in 16 within assortment A9191, Wave 1 (On Shelf after 1/1/17).
All other pets in this assortment are 2 in 16 (US, UK) or 3 in 16 (All regions excluding US and UK).

- #41 Cardi Crimsonglitz™
- #40 Brisbane Aubergleam™

1 in 16 1 in 16

The following pets are 1 in 16 within assortment A9191, Wave 2 (On Shelf after 3/31/17).
All other pets in this assortment are 2 in 16 (US, UK) or 3 in 16 (All regions excluding US and UK).

- #44 Tangella Snazzypaws™
- #45 Daffodil Selkirk™

1 in 16 1 in 16

The following pets are 1 in 16 within assortment A7313, Wave 1 (On Shelf after 1/1/17).
All other LPS in these assortments are 3 in 16.

- #42 Viridia Jadegleam™
- #43 Newt Jadegleam™

1 in 16 1 in 16

The following pets are 1 in 16 within assortment A7313, Wave 1 (On Shelf after 3/22/17).
All other LPS in these assortments are 3 in 16.

- #46 Dazzly Blueshell™
- #47 Palmira Blueshell™

1 in 16 1 in 16

Many pets available, only some are Rainbow Rare.